
2. Meaning, Nature and Essentials of 
Valid Contract 

2.1  Meaning of Contract 

The Law of Contract is the most important branch of business law. It is relating to the business of commercial 
transactions. It has existed from the beginning of organized society. Like, safety of person and property depends 
upon the rules of criminal law, similarly, the security and stability of the business depends upon the law of 
contract. 

The law of contract affects every one of us, because every one of us enters in to contract several times in a signal 
day. While purchasing in the market or a ride on a bus, taxi or drink a cup of tea in a hotel in all these and many 
other affairs of daily life are possible due to the law of contract. For this reason the study of the general principles 
of contract law is important and essential not only business person but for all of us. 

A contract is an agreement enforceable by law. The law of contract is the foundation of the business. Every 
business activities are determined and guided by the agreement of the concerned parties. It is concerned with 
rights and obligations of the parties entering to any business or commercial activities. A law of contract is an 
important part of business law because the act of transaction is performed between two or more than two parties 
and relationship between them regulated by the law of contract. 

2.1.1  Definition of Contract 

The term 'Contract' has been defined by the different scholars, statutes, dictionaries and judicial decisions. Some 
of them are given below: 

Oxford Dictionary has been defined the term contract as "A written or spoken agreement intended to be 
enforceable by law". 

According to Frederic Pollock; "Every agreement and promise enforceable at law is a contract." 

John Salmond has been defined the term contract as "An agreement creating and defining obligations between the 
parties." 

According to Section 2 (h) of Indian Contract Act, 1872; Contract is an agreement enforceable by law is a contract." 

According to Section 2(a) of Nepal Contract Act, 2056; Contract is an agreement between two or more than two 
persons to do or not to do something, which can be enforceable by law.  

According to David M. Walker; An agreement, creating between two or more persons intended to create a legal 
obligations between them and to be legally enforceable, is called contract. 

S.W. Anson defines contract as " A legally binding  agreement between two or more persons by which rights are 
acquired by one or more to acts done or forbearance on the part of others."  
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The Supreme Court of Nepal has defined the term 'contact as agreement of two or more parties with conditions'- 
in the case of Vijaya kumar Basnet vs. Kathmandu Metropolitan et al (Nepal Kanoon Patrika 2059 p. 37.1 

Similarly the Supreme Court of Nepal has Stated 'Contract means meeting of mind between two or more parties to 
do or not to do something through offer and acceptance' in the case of Tirtha kumara vs. Ramashekhar shrestha. 
(Nepal Kanoon Patrika 2040 p. 298)2 

Observing the above definitions we may come to a conclusion that a contract has; 

• Two or more than two parties 
• Offer and acceptance for to do or not to do something. 
• An agreement to do or not to do any act on the ground of free consent. 
• Exchange of promise by meeting of mind. 
• Rights and liabilities are created reciprocally between the concerned parties. 
• Enforceability of the liabilities by law. 

In conclusion, we can say that Contract means an agreement made between two or more than two persons with 
free consent for to do or not to do something for a definite consideration and which can be enforceable by law. 

2.1.2  Nature of Contract 

A contract is an agreement between two or more parties which is enforceable by law, such agreement is the 
outcome of consensus and meeting of mind of the parties. It has some specific nature which can be mentioned as 
follows: 

1.1.1 a. Civil Nature: 

The contract has civil nature because it creates rights and obligation to the parties. It is relating to the property and 
position. In the case of breach of contract, aggrieved party has right to claim compensation. There is no question of 
punishment as criminal law. 

1.1.2 b. Social and Business Nature: 

Contract is relating to social and business sector. It regulates the social behavior like, sale of goods, court marriage 
and several transactions of business. 

1.1.3 c. Autonomous Nature: 

Every persons has right to choose his act. Under this freedom of people, they can make contract to do or not to do 
something according to made contract. So, it possesses an autonomous character. 

1.1.4 d. Limited Nature: 

Contract is limited upon the parties. The parties have rights to determine terms and conditions only for their 
extent. They have no right to impose any obligation to the third party. Therefore the contract is limited in nature 
only to the contracting parties. 

1 Bijaya Kumar Basnet vs. Kathmandu Metropolitan 

2 Tirtha Kumari vs. Ramashekhar Shrestha (2010, p. 298) 
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1.1.5 e. Relating to promise and obligation: 

Contract emerges from the promise. Promise creates the agreement and legal enforceability of an agreement is 
recognized as contract. Therefore contract is relating to the promise and obligation. 

2.1.3  Essentials of Valid Contract 

To be a valid contract an agreement needs various elements. If these elements are not satisfied, law cannot 
enforce such an agreement.  

For example, Sita contract of car selling in rupees 5 lakh is made between two parties. Sita agree to sell his car to 
Rita for Rs 5 lakh. Car is consideration for Rita and price 5 lakh is the consideration for Sita. 

Supreme Court of Nepal has decided about essential elements of contract in some cases; like Supreme Court of 
Nepal had treated as Contract If there presents proper offer and acceptance. (The case of Tritha Rajkumari Rana 
vs. Binod Shanker Shrestha)3 

2.1.4  Followings elements are essential for a valid contract: 

Nepal Contract Act 2056 mentions few provisions as an essential element of valid contract. 

1.1.6 a. Plurality of parties: 

There must be at least two parties to form a contract. A single person cannot enter into a contract. Two parties, 
namely offerer and acceptor must be under an agreement for a valid contract. 

1.1.7 b. Proper offer and acceptance: 

There must be at least two parties one making the offer and the other accepting it. Offer means if somebody 
makes proposals to do something or not to do something. Offer and acceptance is most important elements for 
valid contract. Offer helps to create an agreement. If somebody offers in one way other party accepts it in another 
way that is not acceptance. Offer and acceptance must be in same way which is mostly called the meeting of the 
mind. There must be meeting of two minds. The term of offer must be definite and acceptance of the offer also 
must be absolute and unconditional. 

For example, Ram makes an offer for sending to Hari to sell his horse for Rs 10,000/- and Hari agrees to purchases 
Ram's horse in prescribed offer. Here proposal is offer and consent to purchase is acceptance. 

1.1.8 c. Intention to create legal relationship: 

When the two parties enter in to an agreement their intention must be to create legal relationship between them. 
If there is not such intention of either party of an agreement, there is no contract between them. To constitute a 
contract legal relationship between or among parties should be seen otherwise remedy of that contract could not 
be achieved. Agreement of domestic nature will not constitute contract. For an Example, 

In a case Balfour vs. Balfour: A husband was employed in a government post in Ceylon. He returned with his wife 
to England on leave but she was unable to go back to Ceylon with him for her medical reasons. Husband promised 
orally to make her an allowance of £30 a months until she rejoined him. He failed to make this payment and she 

3 Tritha Rajkumari Rana vs. Binod Shanker Shrestha 
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sued him. The Court of Appeal held that, husband and wife never intended to make bargain which conduct be 
enforced in law. Hence wife could not claim the money.4 

1.1.9 d. Lawful Consideration: 

Another essential element of valid contract is the presence of lawful consideration. Consideration has been 
defined as the price paid by one party for the promise of other. To get something in exchange is consideration. An 
agreement is legally enforceable only when each of the party gives something and gets something. Consideration 
has been defined as the price paid by one party for the promise of other. It may be a promise to do or not to do 
something. But it must be real and law full which may be in past, present and future. Nepal Contract Act has 
defined consideration as the promise made to do or not to do any work in return of doing or not doing of any work 
mentioned in the proposal. (Section 2(d) of Nepal Contract Act, 2056) 

1.1.10 e. Free Consent: 

Free consent of all the parties to an agreement is another essential element of valid contract. Consent means that 
the parties must have agreed up on the same thing in the same sense. If the agreement is vitiated by any of the 
following factors the contract would be voidable and can not be enforced by the party. Other party can reject the 
contract. (Section 14 of Nepal Contract Act 2956) 

• Coercion; 
• Undue influence; 
• Fraud; 
• Misrepresentation; 
• Mistake etc. 

For example, 'X' treatens to beat 'Y' if he does not buy his cycle in rupees, 5000/- to so. Here 'Y's consent is not 
regarded as free consent because 'Y's acceptance is made due to  treatens.  

1.1.11 f. Capacity of the parties: 

The party to an agreement must be competent to enter into an agreement of contract. Otherwise it cannot be 
enforceable by a court of law. In order to be competent enter into contract the parties must be the age of adult, 
(According to Nepal contract Act, attained 16 years of age. Section 3.1) sound mind and must not be disqualified by 
any law to which they are subject. If any of the party suffers from lunacy, idiocy and drunkenness the agreement is 
not enforceable by law. For example, Ram is years old enter into agreement to sell his house to Shyam; an adult. 
This contract is void ab initio, that is in operative from the beginning because ram, being a minor. 

1.1.12 g. Lawful Object: 

For the formation of a valid contract it is also necessary that the parties to an agreement must agree for a lawful 
object. The object for which the agreement has been entered in to an agreement must not be fraudulent, illegal, 
immoral, or opposed to public policy or must not imply injury to the person or property of another. If the object is 
unlawful for one or the other of the reasons mentioned above the agreement is void. A contract of such objectives 
is not enforceable by law. They are void from the beginning. (Section 13 of Nepal Contract Act, 2056) e.g. When a 
landlord knowingly lets a house to a gambler to carry illegal gambling he can not recover the rent through a court 
of law. 

4 Balfour vs. Balfour 
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1.1.13 h. Written form and registration: 

According to the Indian Contract Act, a contract may be oral or in writing. But in certain special cases it lays down 
that the agreement to be valid must be in written form and registered. But there is no specific provision in Nepal 
which made that contract should be registered. If parties wish they can registered it but not mandatory. 

1.1.14 i. Certainty and Clarity: 

To be a valid contract the objective and obligation of contract must be clear and certain. The term of agreement 
must not be vague or uncertain. It must be possible to ascertain the meaning of the agreement otherwise it cannot 
be enforced. (Section 13(g) of Nepal Contract Act 2056) 

For example, Ram agrees to sell to Hari 10,000 tons of oil there is nothing whatever to snow what kind oil was 
intended it may be kerosene oil, it may be sunflower oil and may diesel oil. 

1.1.15 j. Possibility to Performance: 

Another essential element of valid contract is that it must be capable of performance. If the act is impossible in 
itself physically or legally the agreement cannot be enforced by law. Impossible contracts are not valid because 
performance is most essential elements of valid contract. Any act which should not be done or is non performable 
does not create legal obligations. (Section 13(i) of Nepal Contract Act, 2056) 

For example, Ram contract to change the color of sky with Shyam it is initially impossible to perform by Shyam. So 
it is void as initio. 

1.1.16 k. Not expressly declared void: 

The agreement must not be expressly declared void by any prevailing law of country. If a contract is made contrary 
to current law is regarded as void. Section 13 of Nepal Contract Act 2056 declares that those types of contract will 
be void which are clearly as void under the prevailing law. 

1.1.17 l. Legal formalities: 

A contract may be made expressly but some contracts are recognized after fulfilling certain legal formalities. 
Section 88 of Nepal Contract Act, 2056 has the provision that- "in case any current laws prescribes that any specific 
procedure must be followed for executing any specific contract or that any specific contract must be registered at 
a government office, a contract signed without fulfilling such formalities shall not be valid. An agreement becomes 
enforceable by law when all the essential elements of a valid contract are present. 

Thus, absence of any of the above said elements is adequate to make the contract invalid.  
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2.2 Rules regarding Offer and Acceptance 

The offer and acceptance are basic and most important factors to form a valid contract. These both elements are 
correlative each other for doing or obtain something. A party has to make an offer and the corresponding to 
another party, to whom it is made, has to accept it for forming a valid contract. Therefore both are equally 
important to a valid contract. 

1.1.18 2.2.1 Offer 

The word proposal and offer synonymous are also inter changeable. The term 'offer' expresses the willingness of a 
party as proposal before other party. It must be made lawfully to be converted an agreement into a contract. It is 
itself a starting point to form a valid contract and it must be expressed with expectation to get consent from the 
other party in prescribed form. It is therefore known as an expression of willingness of a party with intention to get 
acceptance from the other party. 

According to the section 2(b) of Nepal Contract Act, 2056; An offer is a proposal presented by one person to 
another with the intention of obtaining his assent for performing or not performing any work. 

According to Indian Contract Act 1872, "When one person signify to another his willingness to do or to abstain 
from doing anything a view to obtaining the assent of that other to such act or abstinence, he is said to make a 
proposal. 

According to A.W. Anson, offer means willingness signified with an intention to obtain legal validity. 

Thus an offer is a proposal to do or not to do something which is conveys to the other party to achieve his consent 
and that can create a legal obligation if it is accepted by the offered party. 

2.2.2  Types of Offer 

On the basis of its nature, the offer may be classified in various types they are as follows: 
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1.1.19 a. Express or implied offer:  

A valid offer may be expressed or implied. An expressed offer is made by using words in written form or verbal that 
makes a contract formal. An implied offer is made by the conduct of the parties or circumstances of the cases. For 
example, Ram says to Hari buy his motorcycle for Rs. 50,000/- it is an express offer. Ram runs a citybus on the 
particular ….. there is an implied offer by the transport company to carry passengers for a certain fare. 

1.1.20 b. Specific and general: 

Specific offer is that offer in which the offerer put forwards his offer to particular person or a group of persons. In 
this offer only the offered party has right to accept it. An offer addressed to the public in general is known as 
general offer. It is not made for a particular person and anyone can accept such offer. In this offer the offerer does 
not know about offeree. For example, Ram makes an offer to Hari to buy his car for Rs 50,000/-. Here Shyam the 
brother of Hari cannot accept the offer on behalf of his brother. Ram offer from newspaper Kantipur that he will 
provide Rs 10,000/- to any one who trace out his lost passport and bring to him. It is a general offer. 

1.1.21 c. Cross and counter offer: 

When two parties make different but similar offer to propose each other, without having knowledge of other's 
offer, is known as cross offer. Such offer does not form a contract because cross offer does not mean as an 
acceptance. If a person to whom an offer is put forwarded and he accepts offer altering or changing the terms of 
the offer is known as a counter offer rather than an acceptance. The offeree can not change the terms mentioned 
in offer but if he does so, it is regarded counter offer. For example, Ram wrote to shyam offering to sell him 100 
tons of iron at rupees 8,000 per tons. On the same day Shyam wrote to Ram offering to buy 100 tons of iron at Rs. 
8,000 per tons that is a cross offer. If Shyam offering to buy same tons of iron at Rs. 7,500 per ton. That is counter 
offer. 

2.2.3  The Features of an Offer 

The following are the features of an offer. 

1. An offer is an expression of willingness to do or not to do something. 

2. It is made to another party, particular person or general people. 

3. There is an intention to create legal obligations. 

4. It may be specific or general, express or implied. 

5. There is an intention to obtain the assent of the offeree. 

2.2.4  Rules Regarding of an Offer 

There are some rules to make valid offer. An offer must be made in accordance with these rules. Rules regarding to 
valid offer are given below. 

1.1.22 a. Express and implied offer: 

An offer can be made in both expressed and implied form. "Expressed offer" denotes the spoken and written offer 
and implied offer made by conduct of the party and the circumstance of the case rather than expression. 
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1.1.23 b. Clarity and certainty: 

An offer which is intended to create contract must be certain and clear. Ambiguous and uncertain offer does not 
create valid proposal before the other party. The terms of an offer must be certain and clear. 

1.1.24 c. An offer may be specific or in general: 

It is based on offeree. If an offeree is particular person than it is known as specific offer and the offeree is not 
identified particularly is known as general offer. The general offer is made generally before the general people at 
large. 

1.1.25 d. An offer must be communicated to the offeree: 

If an offer is not communicated to the offeree it can not take place as a valid offer. Proper communication of an 
offer is necessary element to make a valid offer. 

According to the section 4 of Indian Contract Act, 1872; the communication of an offer is completed when it comes 
to the knowledge of the person to whom it is made. The similar provision is also made in section 7(1) of Nepal 
Contract Act, 2056. According to this section, the act of sending offer is supplied to be completed when the offeree 
gates knowledge of an offer. 

1.1.26 e. Intention to create legal relationship: 

To be a valid offer, it must be intended and capable to create legal relationship. If it has no capacity to create legal 
relationship it does not convert into a valid contract. 

1.1.27 f. Cross and counter offer do not make a contract: 

To be a valid contract there should be an offer and acceptance. If two parties make separate offer in the same 
subject matter it does not create a contract. A cross and counter offer is not regarded as acceptance. 

1.1.28 g. An invitation of offer is not an offer: 

In Carlill v. Carbolic smoke Ball Co. court held that Advertisement in newspaper that the advertiser has goods for 
sale are not offers. But advertisement of a unilateral contract are offers.5 

An invitation to offer seems as similar to an offer but it is not valid offer. It is a preliminary step in forming of a 
contract. It is only a notice to make an offer another person. For example, The notice of house 'to let' invitation of 
quotation or list of petrol pump etc. are the illustration of an invitation of offer. 

1.1.29 j. Offer is seeking acceptance of other party: 

An offer is made to seek acceptance of the party to whom it is made. An offer is not valid if there is mere inquiry or 
expression of a statement. 

2.2.5  Revocation and Lapse of Offer 

Revocations of offer mean cancellation or withdraw of an offer by the offerer.  Offerer has right to revoke it at any 
time. The revocation of an offer depends on the willingness of offerer himself. Thus if the offer once made is 
recalled by the offerer before it is accepted by offeree. In the case of revocation and lapse of an offer normally 
gets terminated and consequently it is no longer open to acceptance. 

5 Carlill v. Carbolic smoke Ball Co. 
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The Nepal Contract Act, 2056 has mentioned several conditions relating to the revocation and lapse of an offer. 
Any of the following conditions an offer may revoke or lapse. 

1.1.30 a. By revocation notice (Section 8.1) 

The offerer has right to revoke his offer at any time by giving notice of revocation to the offeree. But such notice 
must be given to the offeree before his acceptance comes to the knowledge of offerer. 

1.1.31 b. By the expiry of prescribed (Stipulated) time (Section 9.a) 

An offer lapses if acceptance is not communicated within the prescribed time in the offer, or if no time is 
prescribed, within a reasonable time. (Section 9.a of Nepal Contract Act, 2056)  

For example, Ram offer to sell his orange of 100 tons to Shyam in month of Magh but Shyam accepts it in the 
month of Baishak that is not a reasonable time because the seasons of orange has been over. 

1.1.32 c. By the expiry of reasonable time (Section 9.b) 

The time limit is not specifying in offer to get the acceptance from the offeree, the offer shall be revoked after the 
expiry of the reasonable time limit as required by the nature of that work. 

1.1.33 d. By death or Insanity of offerer or offeree before acceptance (Section 9.c) 

The fact of death or insanity of the offerer would not put an end to the offer until it comes to the notice of the 
acceptor before acceptance. An offeree's death or insanity before accepting the offer puts an end to the offer.  

1.1.34 e. By Counter Offer (Section 9.f) 

The offer is revoked if the acceptance is made by altering or adding the new conditions. It is because when become 
so the acceptor himself comes to be an offerer. 

1.1.35 f. By non fulfillment of conditions (Section 9.g) 

If there is a condition in the offer and such condition must be fulfilled firstly but the acceptor accepts it without 
fulfilling such condition, the offer is revoked. 

For example, Ram made to sell his house and car to Shyam for a price of 15 lakhs. But Shyam agreed to purchase 
only house and not the car. The offer lapses because here condition was sale of house and car together. 

1.1.36 g. By rejection of offeree: 

An offer is regarded as revoked when the offeree rejects it. The rejection may be express that is by words spoken 
or written or implied. Implied rejection is one (a) where either the offeree makes a counter offer, or (b) where the 
offeree gives a conditional acceptance.  

1.1.37 h. By subsequent illegality of subject matter: 

An offer lapses if it becomes illegal after it is made, and before it is accepted. Thus, where an offer is made to sell 
100 bags of rice for Rs. 10,000/- and before it is accepted, a law prohibiting the sale of rice by private individuals is 
enacted, the offer comes to an end. 
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1.1.38 i. By destruction of subject matter: 

If the subject matter of an offer is destroyed by any cause like fire, flood or natural calamity before the offer is 
accepted by the offeree it becomes lapse. 

2.2.6  Meaning of Acceptance 

Acceptance means giving consent to the offer. It is an expression by the offeree of his willingness to be bound by 
the terms of the offer. According to section 2(b) of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 defines 'acceptance' as "When 
the person to whom the proposal is made signifies his assent thereto, the proposal is said to be accepted a 
proposal when accepted becomes a promise". Nepal Contract Act, 2056 section 2(c) defines that acceptance is the 
consent given by the person to whom an offer has been presented and it is based in the same meaning of that 
offer. 

According to S.W.Anson; "Acceptance of an offer is the expression by words or conduct of assent to the terms of 
the offer in the manner prescribed or indicated by the offerer." 

2.2.7  Rules regarding to Acceptance 

The acceptance of an offer is very essential factor to constitute a contract. To avoid the possibility of a dispute over 
the contract the following rules are in practice. A valid acceptance should have to fulfill the following rules: 

1.1.39 a. Express or implied acceptance: 

Acceptance may be made in express or implied form. If acceptance is made by words, spoken or written form 
known as express and it is made by conduct is known as implied acceptance. 

1.1.40 b. Offer can be acceptance by the offeree: 

An offer can be accepted only by the offeree. Rest persons who are not indicated by the offer have no right to 
make an acceptance if they do so the acceptance is not regarded as valid. 

1.1.41 c. The acceptance must be communicated to the offerer: 

The acceptance must be communicated to the parties to create a valid contract. Remaining silent or doing nothing 
can not be regarded as a valid acceptance. Only accepting the offer is no enough, notice of acceptance should be 
given to offerer. 

1.1.42 d. Acceptance must be absolute and unconditional: 

In order to create a valid contract, the offeree has to accept all the terms of the offer absolutely and 
unconditionally. Partial or conditional acceptance of the offer does not amount a valid offer but create a counter 
offer. 

1.1.43 e. Acceptance must be communicated in usual or prescribed manner:  

It is better to communicate acceptance of the offer in a prescribed or usual or reasonable manner within the given 
time. If it differs, the offerer may reject the acceptance. e.g. Ram makes an offer to Shyam and says; "If you accept 
the offer reply by post." Shyam sends the reply by phone that acceptance is not according to the mode as 
prescribed in offer. 
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1.1.44 f. Acceptance must be given within prescribed time: 

Rita made an offer to Sita asking that; 'Sita' will you sale your car to me for Rs.500000. If you agree, send me notice 
within 7days after the received this proposal.  Sita accepts the offer of Rita. But she made notice after 9 days from 
the received of such offer. This is not a valid acceptance because the prescribed time for accepting offer has 
already been lapsed. 

1.1.45 g. Acceptance must be given after receiving the offer: 

Acceptance must be given after receiving the offer if the acceptance is made before receiving the offer is not 
regarded as valid acceptance. 

1.1.46 h. Acceptance must be before the offer lapses or revokes: 

To create a valid contract acceptance must be communicated before lapses or revokes of an offer. After a lapse or 
revocation of the offer there is no validity of the acceptance. 

1.1.47 i. Acceptance by silence is not valid: 

A silent acceptance can not be communicated and is not evident by any words or conduct such an acceptance can 
not create a valid contract. 

2.2.8  Revocation and Lapse of Acceptance 

An offeree may revoke the acceptance by sending a notice but such revocation is not valid if the offerer has 
received the notice of consent earlier. (Nepal Contract Act, 2056 Section 8.2) 

An acceptance is revoked or terminated under any of the following conditions: 

a. Acceptance revoked by notification: 

The Offeree can revoke his acceptance by giving notice to the offerer but such notice must reach first to the 
offerer rather than the notice of acceptance. Nepal Contract Act, 2056 Section 8(2). 

b. By Death or insanity of Acceptor (Nepal Contract Act, 2056 Section 9) 

The acceptance is cancelled in case of death or insanity of the acceptor before received the consent by offerer. If 
the offeree dies or becomes insanity only after received the notice of acceptance by offerer, the acceptance is not 
revoked and it formulates a valid contract. 

c. Effects of two notices: (Nepal Contract Act, 2056 Section 8, 9) 

The offeree sends the letter of acceptance and notice of revocation to the offerer respectively. If the offerer gets 
both notices at the same time in such situation the acceptance is generally revoked. No contract is formed by such 
notice. 

d. By Subsequent Impossibility: 

Where impossibility arises subsequently the acceptance is revoked. 
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e. By lapse of time: 

Acceptance lapses when the acceptance is not communicated till the prescribed time. (Nepal Contract Act, 2056 
Section 9.b) The acceptance lapses when it is not communicated within the reasonable time. 

f. By non-fulfillment of terms of proposal: 

If any condition or act given in the proposal is not fulfilled it also revokes the acceptance. 

2.3 Meaning and Rules Regarding Consideration 

The Consideration is one of the most essential elements of a valid contract. It is the foundation of an agreement on 
which valid contract may stand. To be converted an agreement in to contract, the consideration is necessary 
condition except some exceptions. Generally without consideration no contract is regarded as valid contract. 
Promises without something in return are not enforceable, such something is called consideration. A contract 
without consideration is not create legal obligations. Consideration may be made in the form of money, goods and 
promise to do something or providing service. 

2.3.1  Definition of Consideration  

Consideration means a promise made to perform or not to perform any work in consideration of performance or 
non-performance of any work prescribed in the proposal. Nepal Contract Act, Section 2(d). 

According to Anson; "Consideration is something which should be valuable in the eyes of law". 

According to Black's Law Dictionary; "Consideration is the price or goods which the parties to fulfill the promise 
mentioned in the contract". 

The agreement is legally enforceable only when both the parties give something and get something in return. To 
get something in exchange of something or do any work is called consideration. Consideration is need not 
necessary be in cash but it must be lawful. It may an act or promise to do or not to do something.  

Example: 'A' agrees to sell his car to 'B' for Rs. 10 lakhs. Car is consideration for B and 10 lakhs is the consideration 
for 'A'. 

To convert an agreement into a contract, every agreement must be made with consideration. In return for promise 
one gets something and the other looses something such something is called consideration. It is also known as 
"quid pro quo" in Roman law. 

2.3.2  Features of Consideration 

The basic features of consideration are as follows: 

• Consideration is a promise to do or to abstain from doing something. 
• It is made as desire of the Promisor. 
• It can be given by the promisee or any other person on behalf. 
• It can be the past, present or future. 
• It may be more or less but must be reasonable. 
• It is something real of valuable from view point of law. 
• It can not be illegal, immoral and against the public policy. 
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2.3.3  Types of Consideration 

Consideration may be classified in to the following three types 

• Past Consideration 
• Present or Executed consideration 
• Future or Executory consideration 

2.3.4  Rules regarding Consideration 

There are some rules or essential elements to be valid consideration and the consideration is must satisfy such 
rules or elements to be regarded as valid. The Nepal Contract Act, 2056 has also comprised several rules of 
consideration. Rules regarding to consideration or its essential elements are given below: 

a. Consideration must move at the desire of the offerer: 

The offeree must follow the desire or request of the offerer to do or not to do something. The work performed 
according to the desire of the third party or voluntarily rather than offerer does not constitute a valid 
consideration. Thus the work to form consideration must be in accordance with the desire or request of the 
Offerer not voluntarily or at the desire of other third person. 

b. Consideration need not be adequate: 

Although the consideration is necessary element but it is not necessary to be adequate. If it has some value in the 
some value in the eyes of law, it is enough and the contract is valid. Whether it is more or less does not affect the 
validity of contract. 

c.  Consideration must not be illegal: 

The consideration of every agreement must be lawful or legal. No valid contract bears the unlawful consideration 
and if the illegal consideration consists in an agreement it can loose its validity or enforceability. 

d. The consideration must not be immoral or against the public policy: 

The consideration must not be contrary with the public policy and general social practices of the people at large. If 
it is against to the public policy and such social practices than it looses its way of remedy from the court of law. 

e. Consideration must be real not illusory: 

Although inadequate consideration is also sufficient to form a contract but it must be real and possible or not 
illusory. Example, A promise to put life in dead body for Rs. 10,00,000/- is illusory.  

f. Consideration must be valuable to some extent: 

In Thomas v. Thomas, court held that consideration means something which is of some value in the eye of law. It 
may be some benefit to the plaintiff or some detriment to the defendant.6 

 

6 Thomas v. Thomas 
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Inadequacy of consideration does not affect its validity but it has some value in the eyes of law. Therefore it has to 
contain some value. For example, where A agrees to sell his car worth Rs. 10,00,000/- only and his consent is free, 
the agreement is a valid contract. 

g. Parties are autonomous to determine the consideration: 

Parties of the contract are autonomous to fix the quantity of consideration. Such provision is incorporated under 
section 4 of the Nepal Contract Act, 2056.  

h. Consideration may be past, present or future: 

Forms of consideration based on the nature of contract and it may be past, present or future. These forms of 
consideration depend upon the nature of executed, partly executed of contract respectively.  

Past consideration: Where the promisor had received the consideration before the date of promise, such 
consideration is called past consideration. It means promise for past services rendered. But past consideration is 
no consideration in English law. Example, 'A' has lost his purse and 'B' a finder, delivers it to him. 'A' in recognition 
this service, promises to pay 'B' a sum of money. That is past consideration. 

Present consideration: Consideration which moves simultaneously with the promise, is called 'present 
consideration' or executes consideration. Example, where 'A' sells a book to 'B' and 'B' pays its price immediately, it 
is a case of executed contract. 

Future consideration: When the consideration on both sides is to move at future date, it is called future 
consideration or executor consideration. Example, 'A' agrees to sell and 'B' to buy a quantity of goods at stated 
price. In other words 'A' has promised to sell and 'B' has promised to pay.  

1.1.48 i. Consideration may move from the promisee or any other person: 

As long as there is consideration for a promise, it is immaterial who has furnished it. It may move from the 
promisee or from any other person. This means that even a stranger to the consideration can sue on a contract, 
provided he is a party to the contract. This is sometimes called as 'Doctrine of constructive consideration. 

2.3.5  Contract without Consideration (Exceptional rules of consideration) 

Generally it is assumed that no consideration no contract. It means an agreement without consideration is no 
contract. It signifies that the contract without consideration is no a valid contract and consideration is essential 
element to form a valid contract but there are some certain exceptions to this rule. These exceptions provide 
validity to the contract without having consideration. Nepal Contract Act, 2056 has not mention any provisions 
about the exceptions relating to consideration. But section 25 and section 185 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 has 
mentioned about the exceptions which are given below: 

1.1.49 a. Natural love and affection: 

An agreement without consideration is valid if it is based on natural love and affection. It is enforceable only if the 
following requirements are satisfied. 

• It is made by written document 
• It is registered under the law. 
• It is made on account of love and affection. 
• The parties to it stand in a near relationship to each other. 
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Example: 'A' for natural love and affection promises to give his daughter 'B' Rs. 10 lakhs in to written and 
registered it. This is a valid contract, but there is no consideration for 'A'. 

b. Contract to pay time–barred debt: 

If a debtor makes promise to pay a time barred debt then he is obliged to pay such debt. The promise may be to 
pay whole or part of debt. According to Section 25(3) of Indian Contract Act, 1872 a promise to pay time barred 
debt without consideration is enforceable provided that: 

• It is promise to pay whole or part of the debt. 
• It is made in written 
• It is signed by the debtor or by his agent, who generally or specially authorized for these purpose. 
• It relates to a debt which could not be enforced by creditor by limitation. 

c. Gift: 

The gifts actually made by a donor and accepted by the donee are valid even without consideration. According to 
Indian Contract Act, 1872 Section 25 a completed gift need not consideration. Nepal Contract Act is silent in this 
respect but the chapter of gift (Dan Bakas Ko Mahal) of Muluki Ain,2020 has made some provision under which a 
party can transfer his property to other as a gift without consideration. 

d. Agency:  

According to the Section 185 of Indian Contract Act, 1872 the consideration is no necessary to create an agency. 
There is no question of salary, reward or commission to agent. It is the matter between the appointer and 
appointee of an agent. 

e. Promise to compensate: 

Such promise made without consideration is valid if it is a promise to compensate. (Wholly or in partly) The person 
who is to be compensated has already done something voluntarily or has done something which the promisor was 
legally bound to do. 

f. Contribution to Charity: 

A promise to contribution to charity would be enforceable by law even without consideration. Example, 'A' has 
agreed to subscribe Rs. 1,000 toward the construction of a Town Hall at Patan. 'B' on the faith of the promise 
entrusted the work to a contractor and undertook liability to pay him 'A' was liable. 

2.4 Contractual capacity 

2.4.1  Meaning and Definition of Contractual Capacity 

The Contractual capacity is one of the most essential elements of the parties to form a valid contract. Parties must 
be capable or competent to enter in to particular contract. Actually the contractual capacity determines the 
qualifications of the parties to enter in a contract. Simultaneously it prevents the weak person being cheated by 
other mentally, physically and legally strong person. An agreement made by or with the parties lacking such 
capacity and competency is not valid and enforceable. The contract made by incapable parties does not create 
legal relationship as well as rights and obligations between the parties. The Court of law does not provide remedy 
to such contract in case of breaching of the terms and conditions. It means any contract must be formulated by 
competent party in according to prevailing law. 
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Every person competent to contract who is the age of majority according to the law to which he is subject and who 
is of sound mind and is not disqualified from contracting by any law to which he is subject. Sec. 11 of ICA, 1872 
Thus the person is incompetent to contract under the following circumstance according to Indian Contract Act, 
1872 (Section 11) 

• If he is minor according to law, 
• If he is unsound mind and,  
• If he is disqualified from contracting by any law to which he is subject.  

According to Section 3 of Nepal Contract Act, 2056; Any person other those mentioned below may be competent 
for concluding a contract.  

(a) Those who have not attained 16 years of age. (Minor) 

(b) Those who are of unsound mind. 

(c) Prevailing law shall be deemed to be incompetent to conclude that contract. (Disqualified person by 
law) 

It means a sound minded person who has attained age of 16 years and not declared disqualified by law is called 
competent person to enter into a valid contract. If any person enters in to a contract, without such qualifications, 
would be void. 

2.4.2  Minor 

Minor refers an infant person who has not attained certain age as specified by law for certain purpose. The person, 
who has attained the age as specified by law, is called the adult. The minor and adult are treated by law differently. 
It is believed that minor or infant do not understand the nature and consequence of action and they do not control 
themselves, so they are treated differently than adult. The age of minority is different in different country and 
somewhere may be same. In Nepal the age of competency is different in different purpose. Like competent age for 
marriage or competent age for contract are different in Nepal.  

Section 3(1) of the Nepal Contract Act, 2056, expressly provides that a minor is a person who has not completed 
the age of 16 years. It means the minor is a person who does not attain the certain age as specified by the law for 
the certain purpose. The main objective to determine the age limitation of minority is to protect their rights and 
interests against the experienced and adult person. This provision is made for protection of minor on the ground 
that the law must protect the interests of weak person. (e.g. Child, Person of unsound mind) Therefore law 
protects minor, preserves his rights and interests and helps him in his dealings on account of absence of maturity. 
The law has prohibited forming a contract by or with the minor. 

1.1.50 2.4.2.1 Rules Regarding Minor's Contract: 

It is clear that the minor has no right to enter into contract. If done, such contract becomes void and does not 
enforce by the court of law. There are several rules regarding to minor's contract. The Nepal Contract Act, 2056 
has also recognized these rules to some extent which are given below: 

 

In Mohiri Bibi vs. Dharmodas Canose, Court held that; a minor sued for setting aside the mortgage stating that he 
was underage when the executed the mortgage. In this case court held that, the mortgage was void and therefore, 
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it was cancelled. Further, the moneylender's request for the repayment of the amount advanced to the minor as 
part of the consideration for the mortgage was also not accepted.7 

a. Contract made by or with a minor becomes void: 

A minor person is regarded as incompetent party of contract and any contract made by or with minor is void. It has 
not legal value and do not enforce through formal court. 

b. Contract for the benefit of minor is valid: 

Although a contract with a minor is void but he can promise of a contract which is made for his benefit. The 
beneficial contract to minor is regarded valid for his benefit and it is enforced at his option, but not the option of 
the other party. 

c. No ratification on attaining the age of majority: 

If any contract is made by a minor party, it cannot be ratified by him after attaining his majority. If he wants to 
provide validity such contract he has to formulate fresh contract. 

d. The minor can not become a partner but he may be beneficiary: 

The partnership among the partners is result of their contract. A minor can not become a partner in the firm but he 
may be admitted to the beneficiary of an existing firm with consent of the other parties. In the other words, the 
minor can share the profit but not share losses. He does not become personally liable for any obligation of the 
firm. 

e. The minor can be an agent but does not liable for his act: 

A minor can be appointed as an agent because an agent performs only a contracting role between the principal 
and third party as per his assigned role. The minor does not liable for his acts. Such liability goes to the principal. 
He is free from the personal responsibility. 

f. Parents can be made a necessary contract on behalf of minor: 

To preserve the interest of minor his parents or any other third person may be become a guardian and such 
guardian can enter in to necessary contract on behalf of minor. 

g. Contract by minor and major jointly: 

If any contract is made by a minor jointly with a major person, the minor is not liable under such contract but the 
adult person is fully liable and the contract can be enforced against him. 

h. The rule of estoppel does not apply to minor: 

Estoppel is a principle that under which a person does not go against his prior statement. If a person expressed a 
particular statement on any matter or fact he is bound to obey it in future. In the case of minor this rule is not 
applicable. 

7 Mohiri Bibi vs. Dharmodas Canose 
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i. Minor and status of insolvency: 

A minor can not be declared as an insolvent because he is not capable to enter in to a contract. He is not 
personally liable even in the case of necessaries supplied or necessaries services rendered to him or his 
dependents. 

j. Minor's liability for necessaries things: 

In the case of necessaries supplied to a minor the person who has supplied those things can be entitled to be 
reimbursed from the property of such minor. But a minor is not personally liable. Only his property will be the 
subject of liability. Therefore if a minor has not his own property, the supplier will lose the price of such necessary 
things also. 

2.4.3   Person of Unsound Mind 

The sound mind of a person is a necessary element for the capacity of contract. As minor person, person of 
unsound mind is also regarded as incapable or incompetent to contract and if such person makes any contract that 
is void. It means the party of contract must have sound mind to create valid contract. 

The sound mind means normal condition of mind by which the person can understand the nature and 
consequence of his action. If person looses soundness of mind he does not differentiate wrong and right of his 
work. Due to the unsoundness of mind of such persons, they are prevents by law from being treated as incapable 
to enter in to a contract. 

Although Section 3(b) of Nepal Contract Act, 2056 has made a provision that a person of unsound mind is 
incompetent to make contract but it has not defined the term "unsound mind of person." The Indian Contract Act, 
1872 has clearly defined the term "sound mind of person." According to Section 12 of Indian Contract Act, 1872 a 
person is said to be of sound mind; for the purpose of making a contract, if at a time when he makes it, his capable 
of understanding it and of forming a rational judgment as to its effect upon his interest. 

On the basis of this definition it is clear that a person, having a capacity to understand the terms of the contract 
and ability to form a rational judgment, is a person of sound mind. The unsoundness of mind may arise from 
idiocy, lunacy or insanity as well as drunkenness and slow pace of mind. A person with mental illness, dumb, 
extreme age and blind people are also fall under the category of the persons of unsound mind.  

A person, who is usually of unsound mind, but occasionally of sound mind, may make contract when he is of sound 
mind. Similarly, a person, who is usually of sound mind but occasionally of unsound mind, may not make a contract 
when he is of unsound mind. Basically, unsoundness is caused by idiocy, (permanent insanity) lunacy or insanity, 
(temporarily sound and temporarily unsound) drunkness, (unsound up to effect of drinks) hypnotism (unsound for 
certain span of time because of another's tactics) and mental decay   (incompetence caused by old age or over 
excitement of other physical defects). 

The guardian of the unsound mind can make contract on behalf of such person. Similarly, the contract relating to 
necessaries supplies with a person of an unsound mind is taken as a valid one and supplier can claim his amount 
from the property of such person. Unsoundness causes the free consent or reasonability of promise. 

1.1.51 2.4.3.1 Effects of Contract with unsound minded person 

• Generally, the position of contract with a person of unsound mined is similar with a minor. A contract made 
with person of unsound mind is void and is not enforceable; however, a contract made for the interest or 
benefit of such person is valid and enforceable by law. 
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• The guardian of unsound minded person can make contract with other person for the interest or benefit of 
such person. Sec. 3(3) of NCA 2056 

• In case of necessaries supplied to such person or any his dependents is deemed to have been enforceable. 
Sec.11(a) of NCA 2056 

 

2.4.4   Person Disqualified by Law 

The person disqualified by laws also incompetent to enter into contract as minor and person of unsound mind. 
Section 3(2) of the Nepal Contract Act, 2056 has made the provisions that person lacking of qualifications to 
conclude a contract under current law shall be disqualified for the purpose of formulating contract. Their legal 
status is the cause of disqualification by which they are regarded as incompetent for making contract. If such 
disqualified person enters in to contract that contract does not amount the status of valid contract. The certain 
legal status of person makes him incapable to do contract. Persons who are disqualified by laws to enter into a 
valid contract are discussed given below. 

a. Alien enemy:  

Alien is a person of foreign country. When the war is declared with that country, which belongs with nationality of 
such alien person, in this situation that alien person is regarded as alien enemy. In such situation no local person 
permitted to contract with such alien enemy. If any contract was signed before the war, it is either repudiated 
(reject) or suspended up to the period of war. After the termination of war, the previously held contract is revived 
if it has not crossed the duration according to law. If there is no war between the countries as mentioned above, 
the alien and local person can make a contract. 

b. Convict or Criminal: 

A person, punished by the court in the case of criminal charge, is known as convict or convicted criminal. Such 
person looses their legal capacity to perform certain work. The convicted person does not enter in to a contract 
during the period of punishment.  

c. Foreign sovereigns:  

Ambassador, Representative, Delegates can not enter into contracts. Because, they are free from civil liability, 
which are created by the law of residential country. That is why; individual cannot enter into contract with such 
person because there is no legal remedy against them. 

d. Insolvent: 

When a person unable to pay of borrowing money and whose property is divided among the creditors is known as 
insolvent. Such person has no right to sell his property and has no right to make contract. 

1.1.52 e. Company/ Corporation: 

Company is also a person in the eyes of law. It is the creation of law for performing certain works. Such person has 
less significant capacity in comparison to natural person to make a contract. It is empowered by its memorandum. 
Corporation or Company can involve in to a contract within the jurisdiction of the memorandum and article of 
association if they cross the jurisdiction of memorandum and article of association that would be void. 
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f. Professional person: 

Professional person means such persons who are engaged in particular profession having with specific rules and 
code of conduct like; doctor, professor, Judge, lawyer etc. Due to their high and reputed professional career they 
are also disqualified by law to make certain contract in particular sector. Barrister can not contract directly to his 
client in England due to their code of conduct. Similarly, retired Justice of Supreme Court of Nepal can not make 
representation on behalf of his client. Nepalese lawyers are also prohibited to make contract with their client for 
fees. 

2.5 Meaning and Importance of Free Consent 

2.5.1  Meaning and Definition of Free Consent 

People who enter into contract must give their free consent. It is the most important and essential element of valid 
contract. In the absence of free consent or without the free consent valid contract is completely impossible.  It is 
essential to create a valid contract that the parties have consensus or meeting of the mind. They must agree up on 
something in the same sense at the same time. It gives continuous power till the entire performance of the 
contract. 

Mutual understanding between the parties results agreement on the same thing in the same sense. Such 
agreements represent the real consent from the inner part of the parties which gives positive impression to 
performance of the liabilities created from the contract. It is easily performed and enforced. Free consent provides 
for a contract: 

• Meeting of the mind of parties, 
• Enforceability, 
• Legal remedy for aggrieved party.  

Famous Jurist Salmond states that: If there is any error in consensus or meeting of the mind of the parties then 
there is no contract. 

Nepal Contract Act, 2056 Sections 2(c) defines 'Consent' as the consent given by the person to whom a proposal 
has been presented in the same meaning of that offer but there is no any definition about the free consent. Nepal 
Contract Act only mentions about the void and voidable contract under section 13 and 14 respectively. In Indian 
Contract Act, 1872 Section 13 defines 'Consent' as two or more persons said to consent when they agree up on the 
something in the same sense. In conclusion, we can say consent given by a person voluntarily out of his own desire 
and conscience is called the free consent. 

Thus consent involves identity of minds of "consensus-ad-idem". (Agreeing upon the same thing in the same sense) 
If, for whatever reason, there is no consensus ad-idem among the contracting parties, there is no real consent and 
hence no valid contract. Similarly Section 14 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 defines free consent: Consent is said 
to be free when it is not caused by; 

• Coercion 
• Undue influence 
• Fraud 
• Misrepresentation 
• Mistake. 

These five elements are called vitiating (to spoil or reduce the effect) factors of free consent. 
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If the contract is made under coercion, undue influence, fraud and misrepresentation then the contract will be 
voidable at the option of the aggrieved party. But when consent is caused by 'bilateral mistake' as to a matter of 
fact essential to the agreement, the agreement is void. If both parties are mistaken, as the matter of fact, the 
agreement would be void. 

2.5.2  Importance of Free Consent 

The importance of free consent is very much important factor in the law of contract. Without the free consent of 
the contracting party, the performance of contract is impossible. Performance is the basic provision of the valid 
contract. The importance of the free consent is as below: 

• To respect the contractual independency of the parties. 
• To promote the reasonable transaction. 
• To response the intention of the parties. 
• To protect the parties of the contract in case they are compelled to enter in to a contract under 

fraud, coercion, undue influence, or misrepresentation. 
• Meeting of mind. 
• Enforceability of contract. 
• Free consent is the foundation of valid contract. Without free consent any agreement can not bear 

the status of valid contract. 
• Without free consent any agreement does not amount the valid contract and such contract cannot be 

enforced by the court of law. 
• Under the free consent, parties are autonomous to determine the consideration. 
• Free consent creates the meeting of the mind (Consensus ad idem) between the parties of contract. 
• Free consent creates the legal obligations to obey their commitments for parties. 
• Free consent binds the parties to fulfill their obligations and makes sure to resume the rights. 
• Free consent helps to make conducive environment to determine the consideration 
• Free consent secures the remedy for aggrieved party. 
• Free consent helps to perform the consent. 
• Finally, free consent helps to create the favorable legal environment to growth and to develop the 

business realm etc.  

2.5.3  Meaning and Definition of Coercion 

Coercion is a term which denotes that a person is compelled to do or no to do something as against his willingness 
of interest. As the view point of contract law; it is an act of using unlawful force for obtaining consent of person 
who does not voluntarily agree to enter into a contract. Therefore when a party of contract is compelled to enter 
such contract with use of force by another party under a threat is known as coercion. Under the English law it is 
known as duress. 

According to section 15 of Indian Contract Act, 1872 Coercion is the committing  or threatening to commit any act 
forbidden by Indian Penal Code, or the unlawful detaining, or threatening to detain any property to the prejudice 
of any person whatever,  with the intention of causing any person to enter in to an agreement. Likewise, Section 
14(1) of the Nepal Contract Act, 2056 has explained the term 'Coercion' as a person should be committed coercion 
If he, with a view to make any person enter in to any contract against his will, withholds his property or threatens 
to loss his life, or threaten to commit any other work against the prevailing law.  
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In conclusion, the term coercion can be defined as "a person is compelled to enter into a contract against his will 
due to extra-legal pressure is known as coercion in the sense of contract law". If a contract is made by coercion, 
the aggrieved party must file a case against it within a year to have it declared invalid. Otherwise it amounts the 
status of valid contract.  

The following acts are included in the coercion: 

• Committing or threatening to commit any act forbidden by the law. 
• Unlawfully detaining or threatening to detain any property or life or reputation. 
• Threatening to insult a person for compelling him to enter into a contract. 

1.1.53 2.5.3.1 Features of coercion: 

The Features of coercion are as follow: 

• Coercion means to threaten or to attain the act against of law. 
• Not only the contracting parties but also a third person may be threaten. 
• Coercion should be constituted to enter into an agreement. 
• Coercion can be constituted in the country or any other places. 
• Consent is caused by coercion, when 

 Committing or threatening to commit any act forbidden any law. 

 Unlawfully detaining or threatening to detain any property. 

 Threatening to injure body, life, or prestige of a person. 

2.5.3.2 Conditions or Circumstances for non-coercion 

In some special circumstances or cases, to compel a person to do or threaten to do some thing does not amount 
coercion. In such cases it is not regarded as coercion. These are given below: 

a. A threat to prosecute: 

If any person makes threaten to another person to file case against him for compelling him to enter into contract is 
not regarded as coercion. The condition is that the threat should not be of false case. 

b. A threat to commit suicide: 

If any person obtains consent, by threatening to commit suicide from another person, is not coercion. Threat to 
commit suicide is not regarded crime therefore it is not coercion. Threatening to commit suicide is not punishable 
by Indian penal code also. 

c. High Price: 

Persons are free to purchase goods as their will but due to necessity they have to purchase goods even in high 
price. Only the ground of purchasing goods in high price is not regarded as coercion. But nobody can bind anybody 
to purchase his own goods. 
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d. High Rates of Interest: 

Like the high price, the high rate of interest also does not amount the coercion. Person may be compelled to 
borrow loan from another due to his own compelling circumstances but it is not regarded as coercion. However, 
nobody can be or is entitled to bind anybody to borrow loan only with him. 

2.5.4  Undue Influence 

When a party enters in to a contract under any kind of influence, mental pressure or persuasion, which prevents 
him from exercising a free and independent judgment, is known as undue influence. It is an abuse of one's position 
and to achieve unfair benefit. Such contract is voidable at the option of the influenced party to make contract. 
Undue influence is an influence which compels another person to do some thing which he would not have done if 
he has been a free mind. Thus undue influence is the domination of a weak mind by a strong mind to the extent of 
exploitation in the context of an agreement. 

2.5.4.1 Definition of Undue Influence: 

 Section 16(1) of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 has defined undue influence as "A contract is said to be induced by 
undue influence where the relations subsisting between the parties are such that one of the parties is in a position 
to dominate the will of the other and uses that position to obtain an unfair advantage over the other."  

Likewise Section 14.1(b) of Nepal Contract Act, 2056 states undue influence means "Influence exercised by a 
person upon another person who is under his influence for personal advantage or interest. Undue influence means 
relation abuse agreement.  

From these definitions, it is clear that one of the party is in a position to dominate the will of the other and uses 
that position to obtain an unfair advantage over the other is an undue influence and a contract is formed in this 
way is called a contract by undue influence. 

According to the section 14(2) of the Nepal Contract Act, 2056 the following person can dominate the will of 
another: 

• Person under his detention, guardianship or protection. 
• Person whose mental capacity is temporarily or permanently affected by reason of illness of bodily or 

mental distress. 
• Person over whom there is possibility to exercise economic or social influence. 

A contract formulate by undue influence is voidable at the option of aggrieved party whose consent is obtained by 
using undue influence. The aggrieved party is entitled to avoid the contract caused by undue influence. Such 
contract remains valid until it is declared void by the court or the aggrieved party remains silence or voluntarily 
accepts it  

2.5.4.2 Presumption of Undue influence: 

• Where a party holds a real or apparent authority over the other. (like- Master and Servant, Parent 
and Child) 

• Where a party stands in a fiduciary relationship to the other. (like- Lawyer and Client, Trustee and 
beneficiary) 

• Where a party playing a role of guardian or protector.  
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• When party makes a contract with a person whose mental capacity is temporarily or permanently 
affected by reason of old age, illness or mental or bodily distress it is often subject to influence of 
others and law provides protections to such a distressed person. 

This is, however, no presumption of undue influence in the following cases: 

• Husband and wife 
• Mother and daughter 
• Grandson and Grandfather 
• Landlord and tenant 
• Creditor and Debtor. 

In these cases, undue influence shall have to be proved by the party alleging that undue influence existed. 

2.5.4.3 Burden of proof: 

a. The burden of proof lies on the party who is in a dominant position only When: 

• There is existed the power to dominate other's will. 
• It appears that the transaction is not conscionable one. 
• The circumstances are existed where undue influence is presumed. 

b. The burden of proof lies on the alleging party: 

• Undue influence cannot be presumed in the case of landlord and tenant or creditor and debtor. 
• There is no presumption of undue influence where a lack of judgment, a lack of the knowledge of 

facts.  

When suspected undue Influence: 

Undue influence is suspected in the following cases: 

• Where consideration is inadequate. 
• Where fiduciary relationship is between the parties. 
• Where inequality is between the parties as regards to age, intelligence, social status etc. 
• Where there is absence of independent advisors for the weaker/dominating party. 
• Where there is unconscionable bargain or is against the conscience of reasonable person. 

2.5.4.4 Difference between coercion and undue influence: 

Although in some respects both are similar but there are some major differences which are given below: 

Coercion Undue influence 

1. Use of physical force to injure life and property. 1. By mental pressure dominating will of other. 

2. Parties may or may not be related or stranger. 2. There must be a certain relationship between 
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the parties. 

3. By detaining or threatening to detain life and 
property of other party. 

3. By dominating the will of other. 

4. Burden of proof on the party who claims. 4. Burden of proof lies on the mainly dominant 
party. 

5. It includes the criminal conduct. 5. No criminal conduct is involved. 

 

2.5.5  Misrepresentation 

A representation means a statement of fact made by one party to the other, either before or at the time of 
contract, relating to some matter essential to the formation of the contract with an intention to induce the other 
party to enter in to a contract. A representation when wrongly made, either innocently or intentionally, is termed 
as a misrepresentation. 

Misrepresentation is one of the factors which hamper the free consent of contractual party. Misrepresentation is a 
false statement made by a person innocently without any intention of deceiving (misleading) the other party. 
Willful or deliberate with an intent, to deceive other party, is called fraud. 

According to S.W. Anson; the term misrepresentation is a false statement which the person making it honestly 
believes to be true or which at any rate he does not know to be false. Nepal Contract Act, 2056 Section 14.1(d) 
mentions about the misrepresentation which are as follows:- 

• Submitting a false statement or false particulars of any fact without any reasonable basis.  
• Causing any party of the contract to his prejudice. 
• Causing a mistake deliberately about the subject matter. 

According to Bare Act, Indian Contract Act, 1872 Section 18 defined the term misrepresentation as follows: 

• Positive assertion (to make certainty): In a manner not warranted by the information of the person 
making it of that which is not true, though he believes it to be true. Example, 'A' says to 'B' who 
intends to purchase his land, "My land produces 10 quintals of wheat per acre." 'A' believes the 
statement to be true, although he did not have sufficient grounds for the belief. Later on, it transpires 
that the land produces only 7 quintals of wheat per acre. That is a misrepresentation. 

• Breach of duty which, without intent to deceive, gains an advantage to the person committing it. 
• Causing mistake about the matter innocently 

Thus a misrepresentation is a representation when wrongly made by a party to the contract to another innocently 
or without any intention to deceive the other party. It is not dishonest as a fraud. A contract is made without mens 
rea (guilty mind) or no intention of deceives others. 

Contract caused by misrepresentation is not valid. Such contract is voidable at the option of the party whose 
consent has been obtained by misrepresentation. The party who claims the contract as suffered from 
misrepresentation has to present evidence to prove his claims. It means the burden of proof lies upon the 
aggrieved party. 
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2.5.6  Fraud 

It is a willful misrepresentation with intent to deceive another person to believe that a thing is true which is untrue 
or false. It means fraud is misrepresentation with bad intention. It is made knowingly by a party to deceive 
another. Fraud is a one of the factors which always hamper the free consent of contractual party. The Nepal 
Contract Act, Section 14.1(c) has made the definition of the term fraud. According to this section it includes 
following things under fraud if committed by a party to the contract or his agent with a view to deceiving another 
party or his agent. Example, 'A' sells, by auction, to 'B' a horse which 'A' knows to be unsound. 'A' says nothing to 
'B' about the horse's unsoundness. This is not fraud in 'A'. 

In R.C. Thakkar v. Gujrat Housing Board, court held that a mere false statement is not fraud. Fraud is committed 
wherever one man causes another to act on a false belief by a representation, which he doesn't himself believe to 
be true.8 

• To induce a party to believe a false act as true one, 
• To conceal (hide) actively any factual truth, 
• To do any act by which the party believes false as true, and 
• To do some such acts which are declared to be fraudulent by other Nepalese laws. 

According to section 17 of Indian Contract Act, 1872 defines that; fraud means acts committed by a party to a 
contract with intention to deceive another party or his agent or to induce him to enter into the contract with the 
active concealment of a fact by one having knowledge of belief of the fact. Thus, where there is dishonesty, 
recklessness, bad intention to induce others to wrong way, to harm others and having self benefit are the distinct 
characteristics of fraud. It turns the contract to voidable class. 

It is also a voidable contract. It may be void at the option of aggrieved party. The aggrieved party has right to take 
legal action to avoid the contract where his consent was obtained through fraud and the party has right to claim 
damages for his loses from the other party who commit fraud against him. The burden of proof in such case lies 
upon the aggrieved party it means who claims the fraud, he has to prove it. 

1.1.54 2.5.6.1 Difference between the Fraud and Misrepresentation: 

The term fraud and misrepresentation is similar in some respect except the intention to deceive other party. Some 
major differences between fraud and misrepresentation are as below: 

Fraud Misrepresentation 

1. It includes the intention to deceive the other 
party or it is willful action. 

1. It does not include the intention to deceive the 
other party or it is not willful action. 

2. The party, who makes false statement, knows 
the truth very well. 

2. The party who makes the false statement is 
unknown and innocent about the truth. 

3. Under this, the aggrieved party can claim the 
damage because there was intention to 
deceive to him 

3. Under this, the aggrieved party can not claim 
the damage because there was no intention to 
deceive him. 

8 R.C. Thakkar v. Gujrat Housing Board 
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2.5.7 Mistake 

2.5.7.1 Meaning and definition of Mistake 

Mistake is 'misconception'. The party of a contract intending to do anything but does something else is a mistake. 
Mistake is another factor, which hampers free consent. In order to make a valid contract the parties to contract 
must agree upon the something in the same sense where the contract is entered in to under mistake consent 
cannot be said to be free. Mistake is an erroneous belief relating to the subject matter of the contract. 

According to Black's Law Dictionary, Mistake means an error, misconceptions or misunderstanding and erroneous 
belief. Section 20 of Indian Contract Act, 1872 clearly defines that where both the parties to an agreement are 
under mistake as to the matter of fact essential to the agreement, the agreement is void. In this regard, Nepal 
Contract Act, 2056 Section 13 has prescribed as a matter under the void contract. It states in the section 13(g) that 
a contract can not be performed because the subject matter of the contract is not clearly known to the contracting 
parties. Mistake may be defined as an erroneous belief about something.  

When one or both parties of contract commit mistake to the contract or when both the parties misunderstand 
about the subject matter of the contract, it is said to be fundamental error. On this condition the contract turns into 
void. 

2.5.7.2 Types of mistake: 

a. Mistake of law: 'Ignorance of Law is no Excuse'. It is well set rule. No one can ignore the law. Everyone must 
know the law of the country. All the citizens are presumed to be known the prevailing laws. A party can not be 
allowed to get any relief on the ground that it had done a particular act in ignorance of law. A mistake of law does 
not give the right to the parties to avoid the contract. 

b. Mistake of fact: Mistake of fact is related to the subject matter of the contract. It is also a cause to turn the 
contract void. If factual mistake is of serious nature like formation or essential factor that is responsible to void the 
contract. Negligible mistake occurs that is excusable. Fundamental error is relating to the subject matter and it is 
taken as serious mistake. 

 Bilateral mistake: Where both the parties to an agreement are under a mistake as to a mater of fact, 
essential to the agreement, the agreement is void. 

 Unilateral mistake: If mistake is committed by one of the party of the contract is called the unilateral 
mistake. Generally, a contract by unilaterally mistake is not void. A unilaterally mistake does not 
affect the validity of the contract. If the unilateral mistake caused by fraud or misrepresentation 
there is possibility to avoidance of the contract.  

2.6 Legality of Object and Consideration 

2.6.1  Meaning and importance of legality of Object and Consideration (Lawful Object)  

Legality of object is an important essential element for valid contract. It means if the object and consideration of 
an agreement is not legal, the agreement never be converted in to valid contract. The legal object provides validity 
of legal status to an agreement. Legality denotes legal conformity or validity so as to legality of object refers that 
the object of a particular agreement is in accordance with law or legal. The object means propose or something 
return, for which the concern agreement is formulated. To be regarded as valid contract, the subject, object, 
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process, design, motive and all aspects of contract must be valid and lawful. Otherwise it can not bear the status of 
valid contract. The Contract or an agreement is void if its object and consideration is not legal. 

There are several provisions have been incorporated under the Indian Contract Act, 1872 and Nepal Contract Act, 
2056 which make such contract of agreement void. No contract is valid without its legal object and lawful 
consideration. Therefore the legality of object and consideration is one of the major perquisites to form a valid 
contact. 

Nepal Contract Act, 2056; Section 13 has declared the contract to be void if it has an illegal objective. Section 13(f) 
declares the contract which has the objective against the morality or public welfare or public policy to be void. 
Section 13(k) states the contract which has an illegal object and consideration will be void. 

Indian Contract Act, 1872 names creation considerations and objectives as illegal and they are declared void, 
except that other consideration and object are legal. The contracts which have either illegal or unlawful objectives 
are void. Unlawful means not permitted by law and illegal means prohibited by law. 

2.6.2  Importance of Lawful Object 

The agreement which is made for a lawful consideration and lawful objective is enforceable by law. If the objective 
and consideration of contract is unlawful it is impossible t enforce in real practice that's why lawful objective and 
consideration is too much important for the valid contract. Some major importances are as below: 

• To protect business from unfair competition and unfair business practice. 
• To discourage socially undesirable conduct and in appropriate judicial practice. 
• To enforce contract and maintain law and order in business field. 
• Not to give an opportunity to carryout illegal act through the legal agreement. 

2.6.3 Effect of Unlawful Agreements 

Unlawful agreement means such agreement which is not made in accordance with law. It is made by the parties 
lacking of its essentials either one or more than one, such agreement is not enforceable by the court of justice and 
it has no legal remedy in case of breach of such agreement. If its contents illegal or prohibited object and 
consideration, it may be punishable by law. If it is made lacking only its essentials then it is regarded as void. There 
is no question of remedy and recovery. Section 13(a) to (k) of Nepal Contract Act, 2056 has provided the provisions 
of unlawful agreement. 

There are two types of agreement in Nepal Contract Act, 2056: 

(i) Void agreement (Section 13)  (ii) Voidable agreement (Section 14) 

 (i) Void agreement: The agreement which is illegal is void. It means no legal effect no legal remedy to the 
agreed party. Illegal agreement forbidden by law Section 23 of Indian Contract Act, 1872 declared void agreement 
that is why it is not enforceable by the court of law. According to section 13 of Nepal Contract Act, following are 
the void agreement. 

(1) Agreement in restraint of trade. 

(2) Agreement in restraint of marriage. 

(3) Agreement in restraint of public facilities. 
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(4) Agreement in restraint of legal proceeding. 

(5) Agreement which unlawful object and consideration. 

(6) Agreement by mutual mistake. 

(7) Agreement to do impossible work. 

(8) Agreement having uncertain meaning. 

(9) Agreement by incompetent party. 

(10) Agreement without consideration. 

(11) Agreement contingent on impossible events. 

2.7 Contingent Contract 

2.7.1  Meaning of Contingent Contract 

The word 'Contingent' means uncertain and conditional event. It means there is no certainty about something 
which may or may not happen. Thus, it is a contract, the performance of which is dependent upon, the happening 
or non happening of an uncertain event. The contingent contract contains a conditional promise. It is different 
from absolute contract that one in which the promise has to be performed independently or without any 
condition. 

Contract of insurance, guarantee and indemnity are examples of contingent contract. In simple words, the 
performance of a contingent contract becomes due only upon happening of some future uncertain event. It is a 
conditional contract. 

According to Black's Law Dictionary; Contingent contract means a contract part of performance of which at least is 
dependent on the happening of a contingence. 

Section 31 of the Indian Contract Act, defines a contingent contract as; A contingent contract is a contract to do or 
not to do something, if some event, collateral to such contract, does or does not happen.  

Example, 'A' promises to give a loan of Rs. 1000 to 'B', if he elected the president of particular association. 

In Nepalese context, it is new concept and the Nepal Contract Act is silent on this regard. But section 12(1) makes 
clarity that; in case a contract has been concluded to performing or not to perform any work if any event happens 
in the future, the contract shall not create any liability until such event happens.  

The performance of contingent contract always depends on the future uncertain event. The promise is conditional. 
The performance is entirely related with such events, which must or must not happen on the basis of terms of 
contract. In this sense, the contract in which obligations and rights arise only after the happening or non 
happening of an uncertain event at a future time is known as a contingent contract. e.g. A concluded a contract 
with B to pay Rs. 10 lakhs if B's factory is brunt. This is the contingent contract. 
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2.7.2  Features of a Contingent Contract 

• There must be a contract to do or not to do something. 
• The performance of contract must depend upon the happening or non happening of a future 

uncertain event. 
• The event must be possible but uncertain. 
• The event must be collateral to the subject matter of a contract. 
• The event not depending on the will of the promisor. 
• The contingent contract regards possible events it never regards impossible events. 

 

2.7.3 Rules Regarding to Contingent Contract 

Rules regarding performance of Contingent contract are mentioned in section 32-36 of the Indian Contract Act and 
Section 12 of Nepal Contract Act, 2056. These are given below:- 

a. On the happening of an uncertain future event: 

Contingent contract depends on the happening of an uncertain future event. It can not be enforced until the event 
has happened. If the event becomes impossible, such contract becomes void. e.g. 'A' concludes a contract to pay 
'B' a sum of money when 'B' married to 'C'. If 'B' married with 'C' 'A' liable to pay a sum of money to 'B'. This is a 
contingent contract but If 'C' dies without married with B. Such contract becomes void. 

b. On the non-happening of an uncertain future event: 

The contract can be enforced when the happening of an event becomes impossible to happen, the contingent 
contract dependent on non- happening of an uncertain future event can be enforced by law only after the 
happening impossible. e.g., A agrees to sell his bicycle to B If C dies. The Contract can not be enforced so long as C 
is alive. 

c. Happening of an uncertain event within specified time: 

A contingent contract can be enforced with a specified event happening within a fixed time. In other words, there 
is happening an uncertain event before the expiry of that prescribed time the contract becomes valid.   

e.g., 'A' promises to pay B Rs. 10 lakhs if a certain ship returns with in a year. The contract may be enforced if the 
ship returns within a year and contract becomes void if the ship is burnt with in the year. 

d. On a specific event not happening with in a fixed time: 

A contract to do or not to do any thing if specified uncertain event does not happen with in a fixed time. Such 
event must be happen or it must become certain that such event will not happen before the prescribed time e.g., 
'A' promise to pay 'B' a sum of money (as insurance claim) if a certain ship does not return with in a year. The 
contract may be enforced if the ship does not return within the year. 

e. Event must not be impossible: 

If Contingency in an agreement is an impossible event, the agreement is void. A contingent contract considers only 
uncertain event but not the impossible event. e.g., 'A' agreed to pay 'B' Rs. 1000/- if two straight lien should 
enclose a space the agreement is void. 
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2.7.4  Wagering Agreement: 

A 'wager' is a bet. A wager also is the nature of an agreement, on which a party is to pay a certain sum of money 
on the happening of a special uncertain event. It is a game of chance. The chance of either party winning or losing 
is depended on an uncertain event. It is not valid due to illegality or unlawfulness. 

Differences between Contingent Contract and Wagering 

Contingent Contract Wagering 

1. Contingent Contract is valid in the eyes of law.  1. Wagering agreement is not valid in the eyes of 
law 

2. Contingent Contract is enforceable by law. 2. Wagering agreement is void ab intio. 

3. Contingent Contract is not against public welfare. 3. Wagering agreement is against public welfare. 

4. Both parties have consideration. 4. Both parties have loss or gain each other. 

5. Performance is obligatory. 5. Performance is not obligatory. 

6. Future event is only collateral to create liability of 
the parties. 

6. Future event is sole determining factor in 
wagering. 

7. There is no matter of gain or loss. 7. Main aim is loss to one and gain to other in 
wagering. 

8. In Contingent contract the parties have real 
interest on the occurrence or non-occurrence of 
the event. 

8. The parties are not interested in the 
occurrence of event except for the winning or 
losing the amount.  

 

2.8 Performance of contract 

Performance means to fulfill or execute the lawful promises of parties. It implies fulfillment of the terms of the 
agreement respective parties to a contract. Performance of contract plays a significant role in the context of 
contract. Performing of their respective obligations by all parties of contract is the normal and natural mode of 
discharging or terminating a contract. This mode provides the fulfillment to the objective of the contract. 

2.8.1  Definition of Performance of Contract 

Fulfillment of respective promises by the concerned parties in a manner as designed in a contract without making 
any change in its terms is called the performance of contract. 

The parties to the contract specified their rights and obligation in the agreement of contract. They must perform 
their promises as prescribed by them in the agreement of contract. In case any party fails to do any thing as 
mentioned in the contract, then remedial rights emerges to the other party. If one party alone is discharged from 
liability of his part, and acquires rights of action against the other party non-performing of his promises. 
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The contract automatically discharges when the purpose of the contract is fulfilled by the performance of its 
parties that may be called a happy ending of the contract. If it is ending up without a performance it is not happy 
ending of the contract. Performance by all the parties of the respective obligations is the normal and natural mode 
of discharging a contract. That's why the performance of contract is much more important in the realm of contract. 

The parties have to perform their obligations in accordance with the contract. If any of the parties fails to perform 
the obligations the other party will obtain the following rights against failure party. 

• To ask for a specific performance of the contract. 
• To claim for compensation for the loss. 
• To rescind (cancel) the contract. 
• To ask for an assignment of a contract. 

Nepal Contract Act, 2056 section 74-81 has made provisions relating to the performance of contract. Section 74 
states that each party to a contract has to fulfill their obligations under the contract. 

2.8.2  Importance of performance 

Performance of contract means to achieve the objective of the contract by fulfilling the obligation of the party. 
Performance is important for the following reasons:- 

• The parties get happy ending of contract by performance. 
• The good performance encourages the parties to further contract. 
• Objectives of both parties are completed due to performance. 
• To establish a good relations between the parties. 
• To maintain the good business relation. 
• To maintain law and order. 
• To develop business efficiency. 
• For the prosperity of business. 
• For the development of the human civilization. 

2.8.3  Rules Regarding to Performance of Contract 

With regard to performance of contract there are certain rules. Some are incorporated in the Nepal Contract Act, 
2056 as well. The Act has provided these rules under the section 71, 72,74,76,77 and 78. The major rules regarding 
performance of contract are as follows: 

• Person to demand the performance of Contract. 
• Person bound to perform the contract. 
• Time and mode to perform the contract. 
• Place to perform the contract. 
• Conditions need not be performed the contract. 

a. Person to demand the performance of the Contract: 

• Only contracting parties can demand the performance of contract. (Promisor) 

• The third party or beneficiary can demand the performance of contract. Section 78(1) of Nepal    
Contract Act, 2056 (Third Party) 
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• By legal representative or his heirs can demand to performance the contract. (Heirs and Legal 
representative) 

• By persons who jointly promise to the contract. (Joint promisees) 

b. Person bound to perform the Contract: 

• By Promisor himself. 

• Contracting parties should perform the contract. 

• Legal representatives and Heirs. 

• By the agent of contracting parties. 

• By Third party (Section 77(2) of Nepal contract Act, 2056 

• By joint contracting parties. 

 

c. Time and modes to perform the contract (Sec. 71(1)(2)(3) of NCA, 2056 

Where a time is prescribed in the contract the performance of the contract must be within or at the time 
prescribed in the contract. Where the time is not prescribed in the contract; it has to be done at a reasonable time. 

d. Place to perform the contract: (Sec. 72(1)(2)(3) of NCA, 2056 

If the place is prescribed in the contract should be performed at such prescribed place. If there is not prescribed 
the place in the agreement, contract should be performed at the reasonable place or the place where the goods 
are stored. 

e. Conditions where contract need not be performed: (Sec. 73 and 79 of NCA, 2056 

Generally, the contract once concluded must be performed in according to contract. The parties to a contract are 
bound to fulfill their respective obligations. However, this rule is not absolute. There are some cases under, where 
the contract need not be performed. Such cases have been stated under section 73 and 79 of Nepal Contract Act, 
2056 as well. They are as fallows: 
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i.  In case of relief of party: When a party to a contract relieves other party from fulfilling his obligations 
wholly or in partly, a contract need not be performed.  

ii.  In case of voidable contract: If aggrieved  party made contract void from ab initio in case of voidable 
contract, such party need not be performed his respective obligations.. 

iii.  In case of breach of contract: When a party to the contract breaks terms and conditions of agreement, 
the other party is discharged from performing his promise; in such case, contract need not be performed. 

iv.  In case of subsequent occurrence or supervening impossibility of the circumstance: It becomes 
subsequently impossible to perform the contract, due to the fundamental change in situation or circumstances, 
no need to be performed. (Section 79 of Nepal contract Act, 2056. 

• Where the contract becomes illegal therefore that should not be enforceable. 
• Impossibility to perform of the contract due to the natural calamity, war, soil erosion, flood,  

earthquake. 
• Destruction of subject matter or non existence of subject matter. 
• Death or insanity of the promisor when contract is personal nature. 

2.8.4 Assignment of Contract 

Simply, to assign means to transfer. To transfer refers to an act by what something passes over one person to 
another, that is to say it is an act of passing over one's rights of something and liability there under from one 
person to another. Assignment means transfer of contractual rights or liability by a party to the contract to some 
other person who is not a party to the contract. 

The assignment of contract is the exceptional rule of the principle of privity of contract. This principle is popular in 
Britain, which is established by the British law. 

According to this principle only the contracting parties are responsible for the contract. Liability and obligation of 
the contract is performed by only contracting party. The third party is not responsible to the contract. But, it is not 
absolute rule. In certain cases, the assignment of contract is admitted as exceptions of such (privity) rule. Under 
assignment, contractual rights and obligations can be assigned by contracting party to the third person. After the 
assignment of contract, the new party becomes the party of contact as original party and the original party 
disappears from that contract. It can not be assigned in case of the contact of personal nature and skill. 

Rules Regarding to Assignment of Contract 

 There are several rules concerning the assignment of contact and some of them have been accepted by 
the Nepalese Contract Act, 2056. These rules are given below: 

1. Assignment by the act of the parties: 

(a) Contract involving personal skill and capacity, can not be assigned. 

(b) Contract can be assigned only after getting the consent of the concerned parties. 

(c) Liability of the contract can be assigned only after getting the consent of the next (second) party. 

2. Assignment by operation of law of according to law: 
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(a) After becoming unsound mind of death of any contacting parties, rights and liabilities of the 
contract can be transferred to the legal representative. 

(b) If any of the contracting parties becomes insolvent, the rights and liabilities of the person 
concerned passes to the official receivers. 

9.1 Termination of contract 

2.9.1  Mode of Termination and Discharge of Contract 

Simply the word termination is an end of something. Termination or discharge of a contract means discontinuation 
of the contractual relationship between the parties. Termination of contract is the ending of a contract. A contract 
can be terminated when the contracting parties become free from their liability or legal obligations arising from a 
contract. This is known as discharge of a contract. The formation of the contract is the prime stage and the 
terminated or discharged of contract is ending stage where the rights and obligations created by contract come to 
an end. Termination or discharge of a contract may take place either due to performance or agreement or 
operation of law or impossibility of contract. 

When a contract is duly performed by both parties, the contract comes to a happy ending and nothing more 
remains. But if one party only performs his promise, he alone is discharged and he gets a right of action against the 
other party who is breaching the contract. 

A contract may be terminated in any one of the following circumstances: 

• By performance of contract; 

• By mutual consent or agreement; 

• By subsequent or supervening impossibility or illegality; 

• By lapse of time; 

• By operation of law; 

• By breach of contract. 

2.9.1.1 Termination by performance: 

Performance of a promise by all the contracting parties to a contract is one of the must usual, easy and natural 
ways of termination or discharge of contract. A performance may be actual or attempted. 

a. Actual performance: 

When the parties perform their promise in accordance in the terms and conditions of the contract, there will be 
actual performance of contract. 

b. Attempted performance or the tender of performance: 

When a performance is offered by the Promisor but is not received by the Promisee there is an attempted 
performance. It is only the 'tender' not an actual performance. Thus tender is not actual performance but is only 
an "offer to perform" the obligation under the contract. A valid tender of performance is equivalent to 
performance. 
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2.9.1.2  Discharged by mutual agreement or consent: 

In Rastriya Bima Sansthan vs. Shreeram Sharma, court held that contract could be amended through the consent 
of both parties.9 

The contracting parties may come to an understanding to end the contract. This kind of termination may occur in 
any of the following ways: 

a. Novation: Where a new contract is agreed by all the parties to replace an existing contract, that is a novation.  

In Madan Bahadur Thapa vs. Khindra Bahadur Thapa, court held that, where there are two transaction between 
the same parties and nothing is mentioned about the previous transaction between the same parties, it will be 
presumed that the parties have settled the previous transaction and it will have no effect.10 

b. Alteration: An agreement reached between the parties that change some terms and conditions to obtain the 
original objective may also terminate the contract. The alteration is a change in terms of a legal document. In this 
situation a …….. contract is needed. 

c. Remission: An agreement, between the parties to accept a less sum of money or a less significant fulfillment of 
the liability, also terminates the contract. It is a unilateral act of a contracting party to discharge the other at his 
will with happiness and pleasure the other. 

d. Rescission: 'Rescission' means a cancellation.' The parties to a contract can rescind before the performance, on 
the basis of mutual consent and consideration. It is dissolution of contract. In this situation the contract is 
terminate. 

e. waiver: A waiver means a 'voluntary giving up' of right or claim, which a person is entitled. If a waiver provision 
is made in the contract, any of the parties can terminate it in this way. Consideration is not necessary in this kind of 
termination. 

f. Merger: A merger that takes place, when an inferior right acquired by a contract is merged into a superior right 
acquired by the same party under the same or other contract, termination of a contract. Example, 'X' holds a house 
under a lease. Subsequently if he buys the same, he becomes the owner of the house. His rights as a lessee merger 
into his rights as an owners. This is a case of merger. 

 2.9.1.3 Discharge by subsequent or supervening impossibility of illegality: 

In Manju Kumari Gyawali vs. Tilak Raj Thapa, court held that; contractual obligation need not be fulfilled when 
there is fundamental change in the situation.11 

Possibility to perform is one of the significant elements of a valid contract. It was possible to perform at the time of 
formulation but later on it becomes impossible to perform the work under the contract, this is called subsequent 
or supervening impossibility. The contract becomes void from the time of its impossibility or when the work 
becomes impossible to perform. This principle is known as 'Doctrine of supervening impossibility' or Doctrine of 
frustration. This doctrine is based on the Maxim "impossibilium nulla obligatoest" which denotes "what is 
impossible does not create legal obligation." It means the law does not compel to do impossible work. 

The conditions of supervening or subsequent impossibility are as below: 

9 Rastriya Bima Sansthan vs. Shreeram Sharma 
10 Madan Bahadur Thapa vs. Khindra Bahadur Thapa 
11 Manju Kumari Gyawali vs. Tilak Raj Thapa 
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• Destruction of the subject matter: When the subject matter of a contract, subsequent to its 
formation, is destroyed, without the fault of the promisor or promise in this situation the contract is 
discharge. 

• Death or permanent incapacity of parties. 
• Failure of ultimate purpose: Where the ultimate purpose for which the contract was entered into 

fails, the contract is discharged. 
• Change of law: Example, 'A' sold to 'B' 100 bags of wheat at Rs. 1000/- per gage. But before delivery 

the government rendered the sell and purchase of wheat by private traders illegal under the 
Nepalese law. In this situation the contract is terminated due to the change of law. 

• Declaration of war and natural calamities. 

Non applicability of the Doctrine of Supervening impossibility: 

First, the contract must be performed by its parties for its happy ending. In the course of performance, it 
subsequently becomes impossible to perform, the parties become free from the contractual liability on the ground 
of supervening impossibility. This is the general rule but it is not an absolute and it is followed by exceptions. Some 
of these exceptions are also recognized by the Nepal Contract Act, 2056. In the following cases a contract is not 
discharged on the ground of supervening or subsequent impossibility. 

• Difficult of the performance of contract: Example, 'A' agreed with 'B' to supply goods from Pokhara to 
Bhairahawa. Short old road is closed due to landslide. Performance of contact will not be excused 
because there is another route via Mugling. 

• Commercial hardship or impossibility: A contract is not discharged merely because expectation of 
higher profit is not realized, or the necessary raw material is available at the higher price because of 
the outbreak of war or there is a sudden devaluation of money. 

• Impossibility due to conduct of the third party: The doctrine of supervening impossibility does not 
cover cases where the contract could not be perform because of the impossibility created by the 
failure of a third person on whose work the promisor relied. 

• Strikes, lockouts and civil disturbance: A strikes by the workmen or a lock-out by the employer also 
does not excuse performance because the former is manageable (as labor is available otherwise) and 
latter is self-induced. Where the impossibility is not absolute or where it is due to the default of the 
promisor himself. As such this event also does not discharge a contract. 

• Additional tax, revenue: In a contract of any additional taxes or fees have to be paid afterword,  then 
the contract will not be terminate because of additional tax, revenue. 

• Partial impossibility (Failure of are the objects): When a contract is entered into for several object, 
the failure of one of them does not discharge the contract. 

• Self-induced impossibility: A strikes by the workmen or a lock-out by the employer also does not 
excuse performance because the former is manageable (as labor is available otherwise) and latter is 
self-induced. Where the impossibility is not absolute or where it is due to the default of the promisor 
himself. As such this event also does not discharge a contract. 

2.9.1.4 By lapse of time: 

Every contract must be performed with in a fixed or reasonable time. If any one does not perform the contract 
within the prescribed time limitation, he loses his remedy under the contract. In case of contract, the period of 
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limitation is two years, if a party does not file a suit to enforce his right within the prescribed period the courts will 
not enforce the contract. 

2.9.1.5 By operation of law: 

Sometimes a law itself becomes influenced by some incidents and the law is activated. It can be cause of the 
termination of the contract. In some cases the contract terminated by operation of law and the rights and liabilities 
arising out of the contract. It means the law regards the contract as discharged. The following cases are those in 
which a law becomes active to discharge the contractual liability:- 

• Death of the Promisor 

• Insolvency 

• Merger. 

2.9.1.6 Termination of contract by the breach: 

In contract each of the parties must perform his promise, when one party fails to perform it. The contract is 
deemed to have been violated and it comes to end. In the case of breach of contract, the contract goes 
termination. In case the breach of contract, non-breaching party or innocent party can received the contract from 
his part and claim the compensation against the breaching party. In this situation, the whole contract is 
terminated. 

2.10 Remedy for Breach of contract 

2.10.1  Meaning and Definition 

Breach of contract means non fulfillment of obligations which a contract imposes. Every contract is formulated 
with intention to perform it or for the fulfillment of the obligations. When the party fails to fulfill the obligations 
under contract as prescribed or reasonable time and manner it is called breach of the contract. A breach of the 
contract is just opposite to a performance of contract and it can be said non-performance of the contract. When 
the one party breaks the contract, the other party may become victim. On such case he has two options either 
"free from the contractual obligations by the notification to termination of the contract from the very moment of 
the breaching of contract" or "to seek remedy for specific performance of contract as well as compensation for 
loss".  

Where a party to a contract fails to fulfill obligations under the contract within the fixed time or within a 
reasonable time or expressed his intention not to fulfill obligations under the contract, is called breach of contract. 

Whenever a party breaks the contract, the other innocent party will be relieved from performing the contract and 
he can rescind (cancel) the contract by sending a notice to the other party. When the contract is breached 
aggrieved party can sue for his loss. Sec.  82(2) of NCA 2056 

A breach of a contract includes the following elements: 

• If the party fails to fulfill obligations under the contract. 
• If the party gives information to the other party that he will not perform the work as mentioned in 

the contract. 
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• If by action and conduct the party seems to be incapable of performing the work as mentioned in the 
contract. 

• If a breach of contract may be committed by words spoken or written or by conduct. 

2.10.2  Types or Mode of Breach of Contract 

A breach of contract may be expressed or implied. It may be caused by the act of either party of contract. The 
nature of breach of contract may be Anticipatory or Actual. Basically the breach of contract can be categories into 
two types:- 

a. Actual breach (Present breach): It is known as a fundamental breach of contract. When the party to a contract 
does not perform his obligations under the contract at the time when it is due, it is an actual breach of contract. 
Sometimes, a party performs the liability of his part, but the other party alleges that it is not a proper 
performance, in accordance with the terms of the contract. It is known as a breach during the performance of 
contract. It is a failure to performance the contract. (Section 83.1 of Nepal Contract Act, 2056) Actual breach of 
contract may happen on the following two categories: 

•  Breach on due date of performance: If one party fails or refuses to perform or seems to be incapable 
of performing his obligations at the time fixed for performance, is called an actual breach of contact 
on due date of performance. Example, 'A' agrees to deliver to 'B' 10 bags of rice on 5th February. He 
does not deliver the rice on that day there is a actual breach of contract. 

• Breach on during the performance: In case where one party has performed a part of his obligation 
under the contract, but fails or refuses to perform the remaining part of obligation under the 
contract, is called an actual breach of contract during the performance. 

b. Anticipatory breach of contract: 

If the time for performance of contract is fixed in the contract and one party repudiates his obligation or gives pre-
information to the other party that he will not perform his obligation before the time for performance arrives, is 
said to be an anticipatory breach of contract. It is also known as a constructive or an anticipatory breach of 
contract. Example, 'A' undertakes to supply certain goods to 'B' on 11th March before this date (or 10th March) he 
informs 'B' that he is not going to supply the goods this is an anticipatory breach of contract.  

An anticipatory breach of contract may happen on the following condition: 

• By Renunciation: It occurs when a party to an executory contract renounces his liability under the 
contract expressly, before the performance is due. 

• By Creating some impossibility: It occurs when a promisor to an executory contract, before the time 
when for performance arrives, by doing some acts makes performance of his promises impossible. 

2.10.3  Remedies for Breach of Contract 

The contract is itself a law made and applicable to its parties. It must be made in accordance with law and enforced 
by court. When a party breaches a contract the injured party becomes entitled to legal remedies. A remedy means 
a right which is given by law for enforcement of a prescribed right under an agreement of contract. Such remedy is 
known as legal treatment, provided by the court of law or other formal agency formed under law, to the aggrieved 
party. 

There are different kinds of remedy may be available to the aggrieved party in the breaching of contract. The 
remedy for breach of contract depends on the basis of nature of breaching. The aggrieved party may claim one or 
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more remedies as per the law. When a contract is broken, the injured party can use one or more of the following 
remedies: (Section 82-87 of Nepal Contract Act, 2056) 

• Right to rescind (Cancel)  the contract 
• Rights to claim damages 
• Suit for specific performance of contract 
• Suit for injunction 
• Suit upon quantum merit 

a. Right to rescind the contract: When a contract is broken by one party the other party will also be relieved from 
his contractual liability and he may rescind (conceal) the contract by sending a notice to the former party. The 
injured party is freed from all of his obligations under such Contract. (Section 82.2 of Nepal Contract Act, 2056) The 
injured party is to be restored any benefit received by the breaching party. The injured has the right to demand 
compensation for the loss. But the court can refuse a rescission of the contract in the following circumstances. 
(Section 87 of Nepal Contract Act, 2056) 

• Where the parties cannot restore the contract due to the change of circumstances. 
• Where a third party has, during the substance to the contract, acquired right in good faith and for 

value. 
• Where only a part is sought to be rescinded that is not separate. 

b. Rights to claim damages: Claim for damages refers the right to claim compensation to the aggrieved party 
against the former party. The Nepal Contract Act, 2056 has made provisions in this respect. According to the Act 
the injured party can claim the following compensation. 

• Compensation for actual loss: Where a contract has been broken under section 82 of Nepal Contract 
Act, 2056 the injured party may recover the actual loss from the breaching party of contract.  (Section 
83.1) 

• Compensation for anticipated loss: Where loss or damage is anticipated at the time of entering in to 
the contract (due to the breach) such a loss or damage can be compensated by the breaching party 

• Amount if mentioned, claim certain amount as contract: Where the amount for damage mentioned 
in the contract, the injured party is compensated not exceeding the amount in the basis of quantum 
meruit. 

c. Suit for special performance of contract: The injured party is entitled to sue for specific performance of the 
contract. The specific performance means an order by the court to the breaching party to perform his contractual 
obligation. Such an order is made by the court when other types of compensation do not seem to be adequate. 
However, in the following circumstances, the claim for a specific performance is not applicable. (Section 86.2 of 
Nepal Contract Act, 2056) 

• Where compensation for the breach of contract is adequate. 
• Where the liability of contract lies upon personal nature. (Personal skill or knowledge) 
• Where a specific performance is not applicable due to the change of circumstances. 
• Where the breaching party itself has claimed for a specific performance against the injured party. 

d. Suit for injunction: Where a party is in breach of a negative term of contract (Where he is doing something 
which he promised not to do) the court may by issuing an order, restrain him from doing what he promised not to 
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do. Such an order of the court is known as an injunction. Such a remedy is appropriate where there is an 
anticipatory breach of contract. That is why; it is a kind of preventive relief to the aggrieved party. 

e. Suit upon quantum merit: The remedy for a breach of contract available to an injured party against the guilty 
party is to file a suit upon quantum merit. The Latin phrase 'quantum meriut" means 'Payment in proportion to the 
amount of work done.' Right to quantum merit means a right to claim the compensation for work already has 
done. Such a type of remedy is based on the implied agreement to payment for what has been done or completed. 
The rules are flied in the following situations. 

(i) The contract must be terminated. 

(ii) Contracting party who claim quantum merit must be innocent. 

(iii) The party claim must have provided service benefit and goods to the next party. 

(iv) Performed is impossible by technical problems. 

2.11 The Major provisions or Evolution of Contract Law in Nepal 

2.11.1  Background 

Contract law is a branch of business law. It is related with transaction of services and goods. Services and goods are 
very essential matter for human being. These are daily consuming commodity or service of human society. Though, 
there was not developed the formal contract law at the beginning stage of the human civilization, but there may 
be regulated contractual behavior in at any name. So, we can imagine, there was practice of contractual behavior 
at the very beginning of human civilization in Nepal. 

Obviously, we have not long written legal history, but in practice we have long lasting customs and usages even till 
date.  Still now, we are in initial stage of industrialization.  So, we have not long written history of business law as 
well as the contract law. 

Nepalese first formal written law was Civil Code, 1910 B.S. which was promulgated of the resign of King Surendra 
Bikram Shah. Such civil code was repealed in time to time and finally that was replaced by the Civil Code 2020. Civil 
Code 2020 is prevailing till now. 

2.11.2  Civil Code 1910 

This was the first codified law of Nepal. This code introduced the concept of contract on the name of Shahu-
Aasami ko Mahal and Lenden Byabahar. (Section of Creditor and Debtor and Money Transaction of Civil Code 
1910)  Such code was repealed by the Civil Code 2020. 

2.11.3  Civil Code 2020 

First time, this code introduced the concept of agreement. Rule 37 of Lenden Byabahar first time incorporated the 
provisions in regard to the agreement of other transaction except the historical money transaction one. Rule 37 
stated that; "Not belongs with other provisions of this code, any written agreement or the subject matter of such 
agreement is not against the prevailing law, could be in according with written agreement". Similarly rule 39 of 
that code was incorporated the provisions for the limitation of remedy of the breaching of an agreement. But 
there were not particular provisions about contract, contractual liability, contractual capacity, right and obligation, 
remedy for the breaching of contract etc. 
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2.11.4  Contract Act, 2023 

Before the promulgation of this Act, there was introduced the only concept of contract under the general law. But 
contract Act, 2023 was the first and specific law in regard to control and regulated the contractual behavior in 
Nepal. The first time that Act defined about the terms contract, proposal and acceptance, qualification of parties, 
types of contract, performance of contract, breach of contract and limitation of remedy, under the 19 sections of 
Contract Act, 2023. But that was not complete law and there were some lacunas, ambiguity and not covered the 
overall subject matter of contract law. 

2.11.5  Nepal contract Act, 2056 

Contract Act, 2023 was replaced by the Nepal Contract Act, 2056. The contract Act, 2023 was not complete in 
different sense. There were not any provisions about the special contract like contract on indemnity, guarantee 
and bailment and so on. Similarly there was not clarity about the various aspect of contract law. On this situation, 
Nepal Contract Act, 2056 was promulgated with various new concepts and provisions about the contract law. 
Nepal Contract Act, 2056 divided in to 13 chapters and 90 sections. 

2.11.6  Majors Provisions of Nepal Contract Act, 2056 

The law relating to the contract Act plays significant role to conduct the human behavior. Specially, in the business 
transactions, the contract law plays very important role by providing validity and enforceability. Any transactions 
to be regulated in reliable way the parties of it enter in to an agreement and such agreement made by the business 
parties must be supported by the contract law. To carry any business transaction, person should enter firstly in 
some contract without law no person can carry out the business transaction.  

Most of the countries of the world have been made the laws relating to contract as their need for maintaining the 
business. Nepal is also not remaining in isolation in the modern context. Recently, she has entered into WTO as 
other country which is international treaty concerning to the international trade. As the need of nation and 
international obligation to the treaty, Nepal has to make or amend several legal frameworks to meet the standard 
of the treaty. Although Nepal has no long history of contract law but nowadays she has separate contract law as a 
special law “the Contract Act 2056”. Including several specific area of contract, Nepal Contract Act, 2056 has 
attempted to modify and remove the lacunas of previous Act by adopting different contemporary aspects of 
Contract Law. It seems highly influenced by the Indian Contract Act, 1872. The major provisions of Nepal Contract 
Act, 2056 are as below: 

The present Nepalese Contract Act, 2056 has made for the fulfillment of current requirement of the business 
environment. It divided in 13 chapters and contained 90 sections including the several specific area of contract. 
Most of the provisions seem similar to the Indian on Contract Act. The provision of the Act discussed under the 
relating headings. These are given below:  

a. Provision relating to definitions:  

The Act has defined various terms like contract, sale of goods, offer and acceptance, agencies etc which contain 
specific meaning in contract. They are defined under section 2, 15, 25, 35, 40, 56 and 65 of the Act respectively.  

b. Provision relating to contractual capacity of the parties: 

Section 3 of the Act has made the provision relating to the contractual capacity of the parties. According to this 
provision the person who is : (a) major by age (b) of sound mind and (c) not declared disqualified for contracting by 
any law prevalent in the country, are deemed to be competent to the contract.  
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c. Provision relating to the autonomy of the parties: 

The parties to a contract are free to choose the form of the contract and its subject matter and determine:  

• the consideration and its extent 
• the terms and conditions of the contract 
• the nature of the remedy in case the contract is breached and 
• the measures for resolving disputes under the contract. 

d. Provision relating to place of the contract: 

Section 6 of the Act is relating to it. According to it, if the place is mentioned by the offer to make acceptance for 
his offer, the contract is supposed to be concluded in the same place, but if the place is not mentioned in the offer, 
the contract is supposed to be concluded at the place where he receives the consent from the offeree.  

e. Provision relating to void and voidable contracts/agreements:  

Section 13 and 14 of the Contract Act have made the provisions relating to the conditions which a contract 
becomes void and voidable at the option of aggrieved party. 

f. Provision relating to contract of sale of goods:  

The provisions relating to contract of sale of goods is new one for the Nepalese context. This provision was not 
comprised by the former Act and none of the current law comprises such provision. Under the chapter 7 sections 
40 to 55 of the Act are concerned to this matter. Under which the provision regarding nature of property (goods) 
determination of price of goods, mode of selling and transferring goods, risk and examination goods, performance 
of sale, damage, conditions of invalidation of the contract etc are stipulated.   

g. Provision relating to Contingent Contract:  

The provision regarding contract made for performing or not performing any work if any event happens in some 
future time, rights and liabilities of the parties arising out there from in case event specified in the contract 
happens or not happens are mentioned under section 12 of the Act. 

h. Provision relating to contract of bailment:  

It is also a new provision incorporated under this new Contract Act 2056. Under the chapter 5, sections 24 to 34 of 
the Act are concerned to this provision. Section 25 has defined the term ‘contract of bailment’ and rest services 
have made the provision as regards to the rights and duties of the bailor and bailee and the conditions at which 
the contract of bailment becomes void.   

i.  Contract of agency:  

This new Act of contract has made the provision in the area of contract of agency, in addition to the provision of 
Nepal Agency Act 2014 & Rules 2019. The Act has made the provision, under the chapter 8, sections 56 to 64, 
relating to the appointment, function, right and duties and liability of the agent, conditions of appointing sub 
agent, termination of agency etc 

j.  Provisions relation to offer and acceptance:  

Section 7, 8 and 9 of the Act, are relating to it. Likewise, sub-section 2 of this section has stated that the 
acceptance. And the other provisions are relating to revoke and lapse of the offer and acceptance. 
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k.  Contract of guarantee and indemnity:  

Section 15 to 24 of the Act, have dealt with the various rules regarding in this respects. 

l.  Provisions relating to contract of sale of goods:  

Provision relating to breach of contract and remedies section 82 to 87, under the chapter - 12 have made the 
provisions for breach of contract and remedies available to the injured party in case of such breach. 

m.  Provisions of limitation period:  

The limitation period means the period within which the case must be brought in the court, otherwise the court 
does not hear the case. This provision is formulated on the basis of doctrine of limitation, which provides certainty 
in the case, section 89 of the Act has made this provision. 

 

Short Questions 

1. What is supervening impossibility? Illustrate and explain the cases, which do not come within the principle of 
supervening impossibility. [4+6] 
 2055 

2. Can silence be fraudulent? What remedies are available to a party who has been induced enter into an 
agreement by fraud? [4+6] 
 2056 

3. Define consideration. Explain the exceptions to the rule "No consideration no contract".  
 [4+6] 
 2057 

4. Distinguish between void agreement and voidable contract. [10] 
 2058 

5. Give the concept of Quasi contract and distinguish with contingent contract. [4+6] 
 2058 

6. What is revocation of offer? On what ground does an offer is revoked. [5+5] 
 2058 

7. What is wagering contract? How is it formed? [5+5] 
 2059 

8. What is performance of contract? Discuss the provisions relating to the performance of contract. [4+6] 
 2059 

9. Point out the meaning importance of lawful object in a law of contract. [5+5] 
 2059 
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10. Explain the concept of quasi contract with suitable illustrations. [10] 
 2060 

11. What are voidable agreements? Explain the legal effects of voidable agreements. [5+5] 
 2060 

12. What is contingent contract? Explain the rules regarding contingent contract. [4+6] 
 2061 

13. What is contingent contract? Explain the rules governing a contingent contract. [3+7] 
 2062 

14. Who is a finder of lost goods? Explain the rights and duties of the finder of the lost goods? [3+7] 
 2063 

15. What is free consent? What will be the effect of coercion of the formation of the contract? [3+7] 
 2063 

16. What is consideration? Explain the rules regarding consideration? [3+7] 
 2064 

17. Explain the rules related to a valid offer and acceptance under Nepal Contract Act. [10] 
 2064 

18. Explain the rules of assignment of contract? [10] 
 2064 

19. What is fraud? Describe the effect of fraud on the validity of a contract. [3+7] 
 2064 

20. What is the consent? Explain the importance of the consent in the formation of a valid contract. [3+7] 
 2064 

21. What remedies are available to an injured party in case of breach of contract? Explain.  
 [10] 
 2065 

22. Explain the rules regarding contingent contract. [10] 
 2065 

23. Who is a competent party to a contract? Describe the rules regarding an agreement made by a minor.[3+7] 
 2067 

24. What are void contracts? Explain the contracts that are declared as expressly void. [3+7] 
 2067 
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25. What is meant by the termination of contract? Describe the various modes of termination of a contract.[3+7] 
 2067 

26. What is meant by assignment of contract? Explain the rules regarding assignment of contract. [3+7] 
 2067 

27. What is consideration? Describe the rules regarding consideration. [3+7] 
 2068 

1.1.55 Comprehensive Questions 

1. Distinguish between anticipatory beach and actual beach of contract. Also explain remedies available to a 
party against the other on the breach of a contract. [8+12] 

 2055 

2. When are the consideration and the object of an agreement treated unlawful. Explain and illustrate. [20] 
 2056 

3. What is assignment of contract? Explain and illustrate the rules regarding assignment of contracts. [8+12] 
 2057 

4. Discuss the doctrine of consideration and its exceptions with suitable examples. [20] 
 2058 

5. A lawful contract has to comply a number of elements. In the light of the given statement discuss the 
essential elements of a contract. [20] 
 2059 

6. Why is it necessary to perform a contract? Examine the legal consequence of not performing a contract.
 [10+10] 
 2060 

7. A lawful contact besides complying a number of elements, needs to be within the capability of performance 
of parties of the contract. In the light of the given statement discuss the importance and rules the regarding 
the performance of contract. [10+10] 
 2061 

8. Discuss with suitable illustrations the various remedies available to a party in case of breach of contract.[20] 
 2062 

9. Point out the various modes in which a contract may be discharges and discuss the case of impossibility of 
performance as a mode that discharges the contract. [5+15] 
 2063 
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10. What is contract ? Discuss the essentials of a valid contract. [5+15] 
 2064 

11. Discuss the major provisions of Nepal Contract Act. [20] 
 2065 

12. Define contract. Discuss the essentials of a valid contract. [5+15] 
 2066 

13. What is law of contract? Discuss the elements required for forming a valid contract.  
 [5+15] 
 2067 

14. How does a contract differ from an agreement? Discuss the factors that are essential for a valid contract.
 [4+16] 
 2068 

15. Discuss the various modes in which a contract may be discharged. [20] 
 2068 
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